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THE ROLE OF THE BARRETTER IN MICROWAVE POWER MEASUREMENT
---- -
II. INTRODUCTION
The miorowave region has been variously defined, but
has generally been limited to the short wave length end
of the eleotromagnetio speotrum. The region embraoes a
frequenoy band of from 1000 mcs to near 100,000 mos, just
short of the infra-red portion of the optical region.
Miorowave wave lengths, roughly 0.5-30 centimeters,
are identical with the range of dimensions of most labora-
tory apparatus; it is this factor which causes the sepa-
ration of the microwave region from the regions of longer
wave length. Circuits operating at these frequencies are
made up of transmission lines, velocity modulated tUbes,
etc., because ~om~onents normally used at longer wave
length would have to be much too small for practical
applicationo Conventional vacuum tubes cannot be used,
not only because the lead wires are too long but also be-
cause the electron transit time between electrodes begins
to compare favorably with the period of one cycle. As
the frequency of operation has increased, the quantities
that are useful to measure change 0 Microwave quantities
may be oharacterized by three "dimensions", power, length,
and frequency. All microwave measurements may be reduced
to measurements of these three parameterso
In the search for improvements in microwave oscilla-
tors, for better methods of miorowave transmission, and
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for measurements techniques in general, the need for an
accurate means of determining absolute and/or relative
power in this region has become urgento In the audio
frequency region, it is customary to measure voltage or
current; in the i-f and r-f regions both voltage and
power measurements are commono The communications in-
dustry has shown a preference for power measurement on
the basis that power is a more convenient and a more
meaningful quantity to measure because the specific~tion
of power is independent of the characteristic impedance
of the transmission line. In the microwave region the
measurement of power is one of the few fundamental elec-
trical measurements which can be made; in wave guides,
for instance, voltage and current are ambiguous quanti-
ties that cannot be uniquely defined. Besides, voltage
and current meters for these frequencies are extremely
difficult if not impossible to construct o
The amount of energy radiated precludes the use of
open wires to conduct microwave currents; this necessi-
tates the substitution of coaxial conductors and hollow
pipe wave guides to prevent or reduce the undesired radi-
ation. Emphasis is shifted from the currents floWing in
the conductors to the electric and magnetic fields trans-
mitted through the "pipes". The circuit elements take
the form of obstacles placed within the transmission lines,
and the resonant combination of a ooil and condenser at
low fre~lenoies is repISced by a resonant cavity in the
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miorowave region. Consequently, the eleotrical and meoh-
anical problems involved preclude the use of practioally
all measurements methods employed at lower frequencieso
It has been necessary. therefore, to devise new instru-
ments which will provide accurate data for further micro-
wave developments o
Since the teohniques of power measurement common at
lower frequencies do not lend themselves to the measure-
ment of miorowave power, other methods and prinoiples
must be used. At present, the fundamental prinoiple of
most power measurements in this region involves the oon-
version of r-f energy to some other form of energy whose
effects oan be measured easily, quiokly, and aoourately.
Usually, the most practioal energy oonversion results in
heat 0 Measurements may be made of ohanges in temperature,
thermoeleotrioity, expansion, resistanoe, light output,
eto., as a result of the heat produced in an r-f power
absorbing unit by power dissipated in the element o Any
instrument whioh deteots ohanges in any of the afore-
mentioned quantities in the power absorbing unit may be
oalibrated in r-f power units and used as a miorowave
wattmeter.
Power measurement teohniques and equipment vary con-
siderably with the level of power to be measured. For
this reason, it is oonvenient to divide the scale of
average power into 3 arbitrarily defined regions; high,
medium, and low level power. Powers greater than 1 watt
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are classed as high level power; the range from 10 mw to
1 watt is referred to as medium level power; 10 row and
less of power lie in the low level range. In high level
power measurement, assuming the conversion of r-f power
to heat techniques, it is customary to make a caloriM
metric measurement of the thermal energy, using either
liquid or gas as the calorimetric fluid. With low power,
thermal energy is usually used to effect a resistance
change or generate a thermal emf, either change being men-
surable according to well-known d-c or a-f procedures.
Medium level powers lie in the range for which there are
no accurate or commonly used absolute meterso Measure-
ments at this level may be made by use of attenuators or
directional couplers which reduce the power to a level
which may be measured by low level instruments. The re"
sistance element or thermocouple which is physically small
enough to avoid trouble from variations in skin depth with
frequency is too small to dissipate high power without
suffering burnout~ Conversely, the calorimetric technique
is unsuited to lower power measurement because of the diffi-
culty of making a simple yet accurate determination of a
very small temperature riseo In some cases, indirect
power measurements may be made by calibrating r-f voltage
indicators such as crystals or gas discharge tubes with
an absolute r-f wattmeter of the energy conversion type.
Other less commonly used techniques in microwave power
measurement involve the conversion of power into light,
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as in a lamp filament, for example, and the use of diode
rectitierso
When using eny power measuring device at these fre-
quencies, there are several factors which cannot be over-
looked. Since no wattmeter energy transformer can be
designed which is purely resistive over all the microwave
band, tuning devices must be used to match this line term-
ination to the transmission line characteristic impedance
at anyone particular frequency or narrow frequency bando
Care, therefore, must be taken that the proper termina-
tion is used for the frequency band under consideration,
or serious measurement error will result from the stand-
ing waves set up by a mismatch. The energy transforma-
tion device is relatively frequency insensitive in that
r-f energy of whatever frequency reaching it is converted
into heat energyo ThUS, unless harmonic frequencies are
suitably suppressed by filter action, the power indicated
\
will be more than that of the fundamental, normally the
only frequency of interest. Since the energy transform-
ers match the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line to obtain negligible reflections, the power measured
is that of which the source is capable and is not necessa-
rily that power which reaches the normal load (antenna,
etc.). The load impedance match for various reasons may
be poor, resulting in high VSvVR_and a change in the power
level 0 Microwave monitoring wattmeters are subject to a
somewhat similar error since ordinarily these instruments
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record only that power going toward the load, the sampling
being done by some form of directional coupler. Since
microwave power is often pulsed, it becomes neoessary to
differentiate between "average power" and "pulse power".
Both are time averaged values, but differ with respeot
to the time interval involved in the averaging. If the
power is averaged over the duration of a single pulse, the
average is called "pulse power"; "average power" is the
power averaged over a period of time very large compared
with the duration of a single pulse and with the time in-
terval between successive pulses o Pulse power is, thus,
always greater than average power except in the limiting
case of unpulsed c-w operation where each becomes equal
to t he other and to the average power per cycle of oper-
ation. There is no confusion regarding the pulse length
of a retangular pulse; for a trapezoidal pulse, the pulse
length is customarily specified as the time interval be-
tween the leading and trailing edge half altitude points.
available power detectors respond to and indicate average
power, so that pulse power must be calculated; the re-
lationship is
R. - po - T
where "Po" equals pulse power, "P" equals average power,
and "7" equals duty cycle (pulse length in seconds times
repetition rate).
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Since there is as yet no standard technique of
power measurement,all meters give readings the accuracy
of which is dependent upon the care and skill in con-
struction and calibration. The validity of calibration
is dependent upon the premise that all the r-f power is
converted into measurable thermal energy in the usual
standard) a calorimeter type wattmeter. A theoretical
discussion of the equivalence of the effect of d-c and
r-f power upon bolometer resistance will be presented in
a later section. It must be repeated that there are as
yet no absolute standard techni.ques of power measurement
in the microwave region. The government laboratories and
various commercial concerns are currently engaged in the
research into and the development of microwave power
measuring devices and standards o
In the second chapter of this paper a brief survey of
the various techniques and instruments for power measure-
ment is presented o A major portion of the paper is con-
- cerned with the principle and applicati on of the barretter
developed by the Sperry Gyroscope Company in their micro-
wave research laboratory.
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II. MICROWAVE POWER MEASURING TECHNIQUES
All of the various and sundry forms of power measur-
ing instruments cannot be presented in a paper of this
length. Attempt has been made, however, to present a
representative cross-section as well as a historical re-
view of the technique So
1. Calorimetric Wattmeters.
For measurements of higher powers, a calorimetric
method involving the absorption of the available power in
a stream of fluid flowing at constant speed is to be pre-
ferred. Calorimeters are useful primarily as laboratory
tools; the required equipment is bulky, measuring pro-
cedure is slow, and the minimum power that can be measured
is a few watts. They are used as standards of comparison
in the calibration of other wattmeter types and to measure
large amounts of power, but their application is limited.
The ideal load element would combine small physical
size and sturdy construction, with an electrical design
resulting in an input impedane'e that is a real quantity,
constant in value over the frequency range in which measure-
ments are desired. It is possible to realize this goal to
a practical degree with 2 general types of load elements.
In the first, energy is dissipated in a lossy material
and the resultant heat is transferred to a fluid coolant
outside of the influence of the high frequency field in
which it can be measured. Water cooled carbon resist-
ances or lengths of "lossy" cable are exampleso In the
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second, the electrical energy is converted to heat direct-
ly in the liquid which forms a dissipative medium. Such
circuit elements find uses other than in connection with
power measurement, particularly as broad band terminations,
since water loads are relatively insensitive to ambient
temperature changes. The time required to obtain a temp-
erature equilibrium with a given power dissiyation in a
volume of water which is moving at a fixed rate is a
function of the length of the line. In general, the
shortest length of water line which will give adequate
power attenuation should be used o
Fundamentally, it might be thought that the first
method ba s advantages, in that the adjustment of the load
impedance may be carried out without affecting the fluid
cooling system, while in the second procedure the fluid
system forms the absorbing impedance and must be correct-
ly adjusted as an r-f impedance. The second system, how-
ever, is easier to construct, and, since the transforma-
tion from r-f energy to heat energy is accomplished in
the fluid itself, the temperature of the fluid is quick
to respond to any change in r-f power, and maximum read-
ing speed is ob'tainedj this system has, thus, come to be
almost universally used in the measurement of high level
microwave power. The fluid used in the cooling system is
generally water, since it is an ideal calorimetric fluid;
ordinary tap water exhibits sufficient loss in the micro-
wave region to form an acceptable load material. The
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water load, together with any impedance transforming ele-
ments and temperature measuring devices, is known as a
calorimeter 0
The first calorimetric microwave wattmeters were de-
signed for coaxial transmission lines at comparatively low
frequencies of a few thousand megacycles and operated at
a fixed frequency. In an early 10 centimeter band load,
a dielectric window was cemented across the line to re-
tain the water circulated through the terminal end of the
coaxial container; impedance matching was effected with
a pair of stub tunerso This design was not used very
long because it represented many of the faults which must
be avoided in calorimeter design. Changes in power level
having a period of less than 1 minute were difficult to
follow because of the large load heat capacity. The im~
pedance-matching operation required up to 5 or 10 minutes;
in addition, the tuners were extremely lossy if the short-
ing contacts rested at a current loop in the stub lineo
Heat dissipation was non-uniform, being maximum at the in-
put end. This construction permitted free heat inter-
change with the surroundings and dead pockets in the liquid
flow pattern. Dielectric breakdown across the window
occurred at relatively low pulse power levelso
Another device for use in this same frequency band
and incorporating many improvements in design, but still
requiring tuning for each measurement, is known as the
"Resonant Ch~ber Calori,meter". The power from the coaxial
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cable is fed through a probe exciter into a hollow cylin-
drical chamber resonant in the Eot mode. A tuning piston
in one end of the chamber carries a constant flow water
column; the water column consists of 2 concentric glass
tUbe~, the outer tube for incoming water and the inner for
water return, projecting into the chamber along the axis
of the cylinder. The power is absorbed in the water col-
umn, the temperature rise of which is measured with thermo-
junctions mounted on the outer side of the tuning piston.
Adjustment of the overall impedance of the calorimeter,
so that the impedance of the water column is correctly
transformed at the calorimeter input terminal, is effected
by use of 2 tuning pistons, one at each end of the calori-
meter. Precautions are taken to prevent heat conduction
by insulation of (1) the water column from the chamber
wall and (2) the che~ber from the atmosphereo In order
to prevent leakage of power by wave guide transmission,
the size of water column pipes is kept to a minimum. A
number of lengths of thermocouples insulated from each
other are used in series in both the ihlet and outlet
water tubes; the heat conduction from water to couple
is rapid. This instrument is capable of measuring mean
powers between 10 and 300 watts mean; the response of
the whole system is such that a steady reading may be ob-
tained in a few seconds from switchin.g on after completion
of tuning. Owing to the low head losses, a high accuracy
of measurement is obtained, being of the order of 5 percent •
.. " .......
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The next step in calorimeter design is broadbanding
to eliminate the use of tuning controls. There are several
schemes for achieving this aim, only a few samples of which
will be presented here.
Where matching over a frequency range not greater
than about 5 percent is required, a "plate transformer"
type of calorimeter has been used. The description of
use with a wave guide is given, the application to coaxial
type line being similaro A section of guide is closed at
one end and filled with water, the water being sealed off
at the power input end by a dielectric plate of such a
thickness and with such a dielectric constant that it op-
erates as a quarter wave transformer between the air and
water filled sections of line. Mycalex with an ~ of
about 5.5 is such a suitable dielectric. The water flows
into the guide near the dielectric plate and is removed
at the end of the guide; the same system of temperature
measurement may be used as in the first wattmeter de-
scribed o
If wider frequency band operation is desirable, the
quarter wave transformer type cannot be used, since the
dielectric plate will not act as an impedance matching
device over a very wide range. An alternative is a trans-
mission line into which losses are introduced at such a
rate that the wave impedance is not significantly affected,
•
and the amount of reflected energy present at the input
to the attenuating sectiC3n is negligible. In one example
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of this type, the losses are introduced by a column of
water of small cross section passing down the side of a
wave guide at a position where the undisturbed field
strength is smallo The glass or quartz tube carrying the
water is shaped somewhat like a hairpin but the bend is
tapered to a point, in order to minimize reflections at
the point at which the incident wave meets the water
column; the tfhairpin" is mounted parallel to and close
to a narrow side of the wave guide. The guide is closed
at the end by a shorting plate through which the water
tubes pass; the water column is approximately 4 wave
lengths long and in 3 centimeter and smaller wave guides
may be supported from the short circuiting plate. At 10
centimeters, it is necessary to support the tube with
dielectric vanes which decrease the working bandwidth.
One of the latest types of wave guide water load is
a design based on the principle of the branched guide di-
rectional coupler. A glass enclosed water column is con-
tained in an auxiliary wave guide section coupled to the
main wave guide by a linear array of 14 rectangular open-
ings in the broad side common to both secti ons • If' the
main guide narrow dimension is gradually reduced to zero
by a linear slope of the wall opposite the openings in
the main wave guide the power coupled out per, opening can
be maintained constant. This design has considerably less
microwave power loss by radiation than many other types
because of' the long length of'the water column enclosed
by the metal shield around the load.
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There are several methods of calibration of the cal-
orimeter type wattmeter. In one method, the change in
temperature of the water is accurately measured and, know-
ing the flow rate, the power is calculated from the formu-
la:
p =4.18 mc ..:1T wattsp
where "m" is.the flow rate {grams/seco}. "cp" is the
specific heat of the water (oalory/gram degree C) and "J1T"
is the rise in temperature.
Several techniques for m3 asuring the temperature
change in the water have been pursued. The most funda-
mental, or "brute force", method is simply that of using .,
a thermometer at each end of the water column at the
load. The most common use has been made of the thermo-
couple,however. The junctions of the thermopiles may be
immersed in the flow stream or mounted on the outer sur-
face of sections of the flow lineo On occasion, thermist-
ors have been substituted for the thermopileo Two therm-
istors, one in the input stream and a second in the ex-
haust stream, comprise 2 adjacent arms of an extremely
sensitive bridge circuit.
A second system of calibration involves the use of
a heater coil located in the flow stream just ahead of
the water load. Before each series of measurem3nts 60
cycle power dissipated in the coil is used to calibrate
the tem~erature rise meter. If a meter sensitivity con-
trol of the decade type is used, full scale deflection
14
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from the change in pressure; the power calculation may
be based on either the rate of temperature rise or the
final equilibrium temperature of the gas. Both tuned
and untuned resonators have been used successfully for
both 3 and 1 centimeter band gas loads in high power
measurement 0 For absolute measurements the meter is
calibrated against a water load calorimeter.
Another adaptation of the calorimetric method is
an indirect power measuring device utilizing a thermo-
meter whose thermal element has been surrounded by an
r-f power absorbing material; the dial or scale is cal-
ibrated to read in power units by comparison with the
usual calorimeter standard. Zero power level is indicat-
ed at the ambient temperature of calibration, usually
250 C. One form of this device, suitable for field use
use only, is made from a seven-eighths inch coaxial dry
load and a Weston all-metal thermometer for measurement
in the 10 centimeter region.
All the techniques described previously require com-
plete absorption of the power incident upon the load or
termination. There is another high level power measur-
ing device, the Johnson Meter, which while determining
power by the change in temperature requires only 1 per-
cent of the incident power. A small section of wave
guide wall or the outer conductor of a coaxial line is
replaced by a section of high resistance material; the
power dissipated in this material is sufficient to oause
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large temperature changes which are proportional to the
transmission line power. A platinum resistanoe thermom-
eter is wound on the high resistance material and another
is wound about the wave guide or ooaxial lineo These 2
windings serve as 2 adjacent arms of a d-c bridge; to
within a few percent, the bridge galvanometer current is
directly proportional to input power. A standard calori-
meter is used for calibration of this instrument. Since
it takes such a small percentage of the main line power,
the device may be olassified as a power monitoro
2. "Hot Wire" Techniques.
A wattmeter which uses some form of a hot wire for
its power detector achieves the measurement of the power
by determination in some manner of a change in the elec-
trical or physical characteristics of the hot wire.
Perhaps the oldest form of hot wire wattmeter is one
using a load lamp similar to the inoandescent lamp, useful
for high power measurement at the lower microwave fre-
quencies. If the power is dissipated in a suitable lamp,
the lamp's brightness may be compared visually or by
means of photocells with that of a similar lamp fed from
a low frequency source. When the brightness of the 2
lamps is the same, it is assumed that their power inputs
are then equal. In common with all other wattmeter types,
the lamp impedance must matoh that of the line. The fil-
ament temperature coefficient of resistance should be as
small as possible to minimize variations of impedanoe
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with power level; for general work a carbon filament
lamp is most suitable, although tungsten is more easily
worked and more commonly found in the latest typeso A
lamp having a filament of the simplest geometrical form
and of the shortest length should be used at the higher
frequencies in order to reduce variations of brightness
along the filament as a result of the presence of a stand-
ing wave. This latter consideration quite obviously limits
the power handling capability of a load lamp, except at
the longer wavelengths, because of the objectionable physi-
cal size of a design which can dissipate several watts fOr
a long period of time. Extreme care must be taken to
shield the lamp so as to keep to a low value radiation
losses due to length of dissipative element o Instead of
comparing 2 lamps in making a measurement, only one can be
used with a photocell or optical pyrometer which measures
the brilliance of the filament o Taking into account the
r-f losses in glass seals and metal contacts and change
in resistance because lamp wires are larger in radius
than the skin depth of the microwave current, the photo-
cell or pyrometer-lamp combination may be calibrated by
dissipating known low frequency power in the lamp. The
lamps also may form 1 resistance arm in a bridge circuit,
the operation of which will be described more in detail in
Chapter III where the barretter is used o Lamp sensitiv-
ity is increased by evacuation of the envelope, but maximum
safe power dissipation is attained by filling the lamp
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with some gas such as hydrogen. Load lamps have been man-
ufactured in various special forms as terminations tor
coaxial lines. Due to the physical nature of the lamps
and holders, the lamps must be provided with tuning ele-
ments for use at varying frequencies; there has been
some success in designing broadband lamps, but it is be-
lieved that, at present, lamp techniques have given way
to barretter or thermistor instruments in the low and
medium level power measuring fields.
The immediate predecessors of the modern barreter
were the 5 and 10 milliamp Littelfuses and Buss fuses,
manufactured primarily for the protection of sensitive
milliameters and other delicate equipment o The fuse was
placed in one arm of a Wheatstone bridge; the resistance
of the platinum wire being a function of the power dissi-
pated in it, bridge unbalance would also be a function of
power. Although the fuses were used with some success,
it was quickly realized that their construction was in-
herently bad from a number of viewpoints. The tiny re-
sistanoe wire being plaoed at right angles to the fuse
axis produces a high reactance component of fuse im-
pedance; the VSWR of such an element in ei ther a wave
guide or coaxial line mount is so high that impedance
matching is at best a painstaking and extremely frequency
sensitive operation. At wave lengths shorter than 10
centimeters the glass mounting for these fuses begin to
absorb power and considerable measurement errors result.
When removed from the "envelope or when used for longer
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wave lengths only, the fuses proved to be fairly satis-
factory, howevero
The thermocouple, originally used in the measurement
of r-f currents, has begun to gain some prominence in the
microwave power measurements field. Its greatest advantage
is that only a millivoltmeter is required; this is in
contrast to the regulated power supply and numerous bridge
components required by the thermistor or barrettero A
principle disadvantage is that the thermocouple must be
used within a small fraction of its safe power range.
The millivoltmeter calibration is decidedly non-linear
when use is extended over a wide power r~nge. At high
temperatures corresponding to high power levels equili-
brium temperature is attained by cooling by radiation
which is far more effective than conduction or convection
cocling at low temperatures. The equilibrium tempera-
ture, thus, is not directly proportional to powero The
thermocouple may be considered to be a generator with an
internal resistance varying with power level. The internal
drop and the terminal voltage, therefore, are not linear
functions of powero Thermocouple sensitivity, except in
the case of evacuated capsules, does not compare to that
of thermistor or barreter bridges. Small sized capsules,
needed to measure energy at wave lengths less than 10
centimeters, are difficult of construction and, further,
such factors as wire radius exceeding skin depth and low
d-c resistance preventing broadbanding reduce the useful-
ness of the thermocouple. The Bell Telephone Laboratories
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have engaged in development of refined forms of the
thermocouple to eliminate many of the disadvantages
listed above, although operation at the higher frequen-
cies is still limited. Increased resistance has been
obtained by use of carbon bridge thermocouples (a length
of fine carbon filament is suspended across a short gap
between the thermocouple wires) and resistive-bead ther-
mocouples (the two wires of the thermoelement terminate
in a tiny glass bead coated with a thin metallio film).
A thermocouple-dipole was developed for monitoring
radar transmitter power at 10 oentimeters. The dipole
is effectively a half wave 10 centimeter antenna, the
center of which is distorted into a long hairpin bend.
A thin constantan wire arched across the center gap
loads the dipole. The hot junction is formed by spot
welding one end of a fine Chromel-P wire to the center
of the constantan wire; the opposite end of the Chromel-
P wire is tied to the top of a vertical support rod.
The complete antenna and thermocouple unit is enclosed
in an evacuated bulb; since the tI~n is approximately
10, the device is reasonably broadband. Power being
extracted from free ~ace by the dipole generates a
voltage in the thermocouple which is an indication of the
field strength at the antenna. ThUS, this device may be
used as a continuous output monitor when located at a
fixed position relative to the radar antenna. The de-
sign and development o(~an accurately calibratible
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directional coupler, however, has lessened interest in the
thermocouple dipole; the directional coupler is much more
useful in that it may be introduced at any convenient
point in the wave guide without measurably affecting the
output 0
Today, by far the most common and best known ele-
ments of the "hot wire" type are the thermistor and the
barretter, the latter type coming first in development.
While the thermistor and barreter differ widely in elec-
trical and thermal characteristics, each has its advant-
ages·which preclude at present the complete abandoment
of one in favor of the other. The barretter as develop-
ed by the Sperry Gyroscope Company will be discussed in
Chapter III of this paper. The thermistor as used in
microwave power measurement takes the form of a bead
of semi-conducting material bridging a narrow gap, the
carefully controlled spacing being determined by operat-
ing frequency and other considerations, between two
parallel platinum-iridium wires, 0.001 inch in diametero
The bead has the negative power coefficient of resis-
tance characteristic of the metallic oxides such as
nickel and manganese oxide of which it may be composedo
In order to decrease the resistance to a desired value
determined by the operating requirements of broad band-
ing the impedance match, maximum power sensitivity, etc.,
metallic copper is finely dispersed through the metallic
oxide which is originally~~n powdered formo The compressed
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powders are heated to a temperature at which they sinter
into a strong compact mass due to recrystallization of
the powders. Sometimes, for use at the lower frequencies,
the thermistor may be enclosed in a glass envelope. Since
bridge oircuits in which the thermistors are used are
similar both in principle and design to those in which
the barretter may be found, no discussion will be given
here (see Chapter III). A disadvantage of the thermistor
is that its temperature sensitivity is quite high, re-
quiring adequate compensation in the bridge oonstruction
in order that the wattmeter operation need not be limited
to a very narrow ambient temperature range and that the
bridge-thermistor combination sensitivity remain more or
less constant over a band of temperatureso The thermistor,
like the barretter, is generally used for the detection
of powers under 10 milliwatts; both elements are designed
to dissipate all power reaching their mounts o Thus, the
correct design of the thermistor mount becomes a ~ajor
consideration; factors affecting this design are the
same as for the barreter to be di scussed latero Having
a coefficient of resistance of about 15 ohms per milli-
watt under typioal operating conditions, the thermistor
is more sensitive than the barretter. Since the tbermal
time constant and heat oapacity of thermistors are rel-
atively large, they are ideally applicable to the measure-
ment of pulsed power and give consistently aocurate re-
sults under all conditions of pulsed power operation. It
is in this one respect that-'"'tbe thermistor is far superior
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to the barretter in power detection capability. Another
desirable property of the thermistor is that it will
withstand much greater owerloads than will the platinum
wire barretter; this has come to be known as the "self-
fusing" property. The mount impedance becomes badly
mismatched before the thermistor can be burned out (e.g.,
compare a burn-out resistance of 5 ohms to a normal oper-
ating resistance of 200 ohms); the generator then deliv-
ers less power, so that while the generator may be capa-
ble of delivering burn-out power to a matched load it
will not necessarily burn out a thermistor bead. Because
of the small difference between its operating and burn-
out resistance levels, the barretter lacks this advantage.
The barretter excels in certain instances as to suit-
ability and economy of use. No manufacturing process has
been devised which gives consistant d-c or miorowave im-
pedance characteristics to the thermistor; this defect
is particularly apparent at the higher frequencies -- at
3 centimeters, for instanoe, the holder must be retuned
when elements are changed. The barretter may be manu-
factured in comparatively large quantities meeting cer-
tain rigid requirements as to bias power required for
operating resistance, vsvm set up in the line.when used
as a termination, etc •• The thermistor at best can meet
only the bias power requirements with a very much more
complex manufacturing process.
3. Power Monitors.
It is of particular interest at times to he able to
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continously monitor the power being delivered to some other
unit without extracting any appreciable portion of it. Of
the types of wattmeters previously mentioned, only the
Johnson Meter and the thermocouple dipole meet this re-
quirement. If a small percentage of the ttmain line" pow-
er is sampled by some such device as the directional
coupler, then low level power measurement devices may be
used as high level power monitors; the absolute value
of load power can be determined by careful determination
of the amount of coupling, or the meter-coupler combina-
tion can be used for relative indications only.
There have been several attem:pts made to use neon
tubes for high power measurements. A major difficulty
encountered in all cases is in obtaining tubes of required
characteristics in large quantities. One scheme measures
with a photocell the intensity of glow of a glass capil-
lary filled with neon, inserted parallel to the wave
guide axis into a slot in the wave guide; the glow in-
tensity is dependent upon the line power level. In
another, energy coupled by 2 probes spaced a quarter wave
length apart is used to fire a pair of small bulbs; a
single photocell views both bulbs. This arrangement pre-
sents troubles in the sensitive dependence of the coupling
coefficient on :probe depth. The British have experimented
with a variation of this latter system which does not use
a photocell; instead, variation in ionization current
produced in lamps biased by constant voltage and exposed
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to an r-f field is used for power level indication. For
a bias voltage less than the d-c "striking voltage", the
resistance of the lamp may be as high as 0.1 megohm; this
resistance decreases as microwave power is applied, caus-
ing an increase in current proportional to the power. A
single microammeter gives the arithmetic mean response of
the 2 lamps connected in parallel and may be calibrated
against an absolute standard. Average power indications
are obtained with these 3 schemeso
A special neon tube for magnetron bench testing con-
sists of a 1 foot length of 0.5 mm. Pyrex tubing with a
tungsten electrode sealed into the end and a gas reser-
voir at the other.. The electrode conical tip protruding
partially into the tube produces the "starting" potential
gradient in the gas. The physical length of the gaseous
discharge column is determined by the pulse power since
the pulse width is usually much greater than .the ioniza-
tion or deionization times of neon; thus, this watt-
meter differs from all others in that it responds to the
pulse power level. The tube extends a short way into
the guide and is installed normal to a broad side of
the wave guide. Impedance matching is achieved by varia-
tion in tube depth and by use of an adjustable wave guide
short. To stUdy the magnetron stability of output, the
length of the discharge column for each individual pulse
may be observed by means of a rotating mirror.
To a limited extent, crystals have been used as
rough indicators of low r:f power. Direct measurements
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may be made with uranium oxide crystals used as resist-
ors in one arm of a bridge in the same manner as are
barretters. A greater use by far, however, has been made
of the rectifier property of crystals of such substances
as silicon or germanium. Crystals, due to their applica-
tions in other fields, are readily available and, like
thermocouples, they offer the advantage of an extremely
simple indicator circuit, a microammeter; crystal cart-
ridges can be made small enough for easy installation in
the smallest sized transmission lines. These advantages
of crystals are far outweighed by the disadvantages asso-
ciated with their use. The fact that crystal power moni-
tors must be calibrated against an absolute standard is
not of itself a disadvantage; the calibration is not,
however, permanent and may change appreciably due to
vibration, shock or overload. Because the impedance of
a given crystal is sensitive to power level and because
of wide variation in characteristics among crystals, broad-
band impedance matching is difficult to achieve. Rectifi-
cation sensitivity may vary by as much as 10 to 1 between
crystals and is extremely temparature sensitive.
Vacuum tUbe "lighthcuse" diodes show more promise
than crystals in microwave use, because their calibrations
are more stable and less temperature dependent and they
can withstand greater overloads o In addition, the diode
may be used over the extremely large power range of from
20 milliwatts to several hundred watts o The diode is
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usually mounted in a tunable cavity; the voltage drop
across a load resistor may be calibrated as a function of
the input powero The lack of popularity of the cavity
mounted diode may be explained by the fact that changes
in cavity coupling and internal losses make the calibra-
tion a function of frequency, cathode emissivity varies
considerably among tubes, cavity construction is diffi-
cult and expensive and the tuning procedure is compli-
cated o
A calibrated standing wave detector may be used to
monitor r-f power; the measurement depends upon the de-
termination of the electric field factors in a rigid
transmission line. A short wire probe projects through
a slot in the outer conductor, and is moved mechanically
back and forth along the line over a distance of at least
one-half wave length. Current in the probe is rectified
by a crystal or applied to a thermocouple, and the re-
sulting d-c is indicated on a microammeter. A simple
formula involving a calibration constant and the meter
readings determines the r-f power. A fundamental dis-
advantage, of course, is that two readings must be taken
and then the power calculated o
III. THE BARRETTER
For the measurement of small powers, such as are
available at the output of microwave signal generators,
calorimetric wattmeters and the early load lamps which
depended upon lignt indications are neither convenient
nor sensitive enough. The slight water temperature rise
due to low level power absorption in the calorimeter is
simply not detectable. The lamp may still be used. how-
ever, if use is made of a property other than its light
output which gives increased sensitivity and accuracy of
measurement of low level powero When power is dissipated
in a lamp, the filament temperature rises until a balance
is obtained between radiation and conduction losses and
the power input; this temperature rise causes and is
accompanied by a change in filament resistance. Circuits
may be arranged which can detect accurately a small change
in the resistanc'e, obtaining thus an indication of power
well below the level required for lamp incandescenceo
Figure I shows the increase in sensitivity obtainable
with a typical early load lampo This is not a newly dis-
covered property of the lamp; long before the development
of the thermopile, it was used to measure heat radiation.
The name bolometer, from the Greek "ray-meter", was de-
rived from this use. One of the earlier uses of the bolo-
meter, before being superseded by the thermocouple, was
in measuring r-f curre~~s; Tissot described this technique
in 1904.
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The bolometer which forms the heart of the present day
wattmeter is usually a small bead of resistive material,
such as the thermistor, or a short length of fine wire.
Some forms of the bolometer have been discussed in the
preceding chapter; in this chapter, a more comprehensive
study of the characteristics and uses of the barretter, a
special form of "hot wire" bolometer element designed ex-
pressly for microwave power measurement, is made. Varia-
tions in the characteristics of Littelfuses and load
lamps, which are not objectionable in their normal use or
at much lower frequencies, are not acceptable when con-
sistently accurate results are desired; barretters were
developed to meet these needs in the microwave region.
While the thermistor, a later development still, has
greater sensitivity, will withstand much greater overloads,
and is more applicable to the measurement of pulsed power
than the barretter, the barretter retains certain advan-
tages which make it extremely useful. Due to its short
thermal time constant, it can be used for aUdio demodula-
tion. In c-w measurement, it is desired over the thermistor
because (l) the resistance versus power relationship is
more uniform among various elements, (2) it is less sus-
ceptible to ambient temperature changes, (3) the r-f
holders are more easily designed and manufactured and (4)
calibration is not required for each element because of
uniformity of construction.
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1. Equivalence of D-C and R-F Power.
In using the barretter to measure r-f powers, the
assumption is usually made that the resistance of tb9
filament is a unique function or the power dissipated in·
it independent of whether the power if r-f or d-c. E.
Feenberg* has shown that the above relationship holds
for powers or all frequencies with only a very small de-
gree of error as r-f frequency is increased, if the wire
radius does not exceed the skin depth. A brier review
of his reasoning will be given here.
For a wire heated by direct current the temperature
on the axis of tl:e wire must be greater than at the sur-
face. On the other hand, where r-f of sUfficiently high
frequency to give a pronounced skin effect is used,' the
heat production is confined to a thin surface cross sec-
tion of the wire. Consider a wire of length ttl", radius
"a" and conductivity ff 6(T)tt. Let the absolute surface
temperature required to dissipate the power ttP" be UTa".
In the case of pure skin effect (where the radius
is less than the skin depth) with uniform temperature
over the cross section, the resistance due to r-f heat-
ing alone is given by
*Feenberg, E. (4)
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This relation disregards variations in the r-f current
along the wire, which are negligible if wire length is
maintained short enough o
For a d-c heated wire, the temperature is a function
of the distance "r" from the wire center 8.nd the resi st-
ance may be determined by
a
I ~tr /: IR =y-.-/ er-rj retY •
o
Since tf 8CT)" varies inversely as the absolute temp-
erature, for small variations in "TU, it can be written
After suitable algebraic manipulation of the above
formulae the following relationship is obtained:
a
R-R4 _ AJ-r--,;, J
R. - a" T. r"Y.
a () 4
The function "T(r)" can be determined by solving the
heat equation in cylindrical coordinates:
where "ku is the thermal conductivity in caloriesjOCsec.cm.,
tfptf the heat production in c:al./sec.cm~, "p" the total
power in watts and "Jtt the conversion factor from Joules
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to calories (J=O.239 calories/Joule).
The solution of the heat equati on is
SUbstitution of this into the resistance relationship
gives
From this result it must beelear that even in the
most extreme case "Rtf differs from "Ran by a negligible
amount) and the assumption of the equivalence of heating
effect of d-c and r-f power must hold. Continuing along
similar lines Dr. Feenberg shows that the total d-c re-
sistance of the wire is a unique function of the addition-
al power, independent of whether that power is r-f or d-c.
Considering the two limiting cases where heating is en-
tirely due to d-c or entirely due to r-f) he finds that
the ratio of r-f to d-c resistance cannot differ from
unity by an appreciable amount.
Some of the heat generated by power dissipation in
the element is lost by conduction through the conductors
which support the filament and. make electrical connection
with it; this heat loss reduces the resistance change in
*the element. Dr. Feenberg has also shown tba t the end
correction is so small, however, that any dependence of
*Feenberg,E (4)
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the correction on the frequency of the dissipated power
can be disregarded o
The above proof is the underlying principle of all
barretter and associated biasing network design. To
summarise, for a given barretter under conditionsof con-
stant ambient temperature and constant resistance:
ell. The input power may be d-c, a-c, r-f or micro-
wave.
(2). D-c power and any higher frequency power may
be applied simultaneously.
(3). Two or more different components, with or with-
out d-c, may be applied simultaneously, limited
by practical interaction effects (the barretter
is an audio detector~).
(4). The sum of all power components must equal the
required amount of any single component applied
alone.
(5). The algebraic sum of changes in power compon-
ents must be zero.
(6). Equal substitution of one or more components
in any combinati on may be made for one or more
components in any combination.
2 0 Barretter Design Considerations.
A wattmeter utilizing a barretter as the power de-
tecting agent does not exist as an integral unit but rather
as an assembly of selected components designed to work to-
gether. These components are:
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The barretter, the energy absorbing element.
The barretter mount, an r-f head serving to
couple the barretter to the r-f transmission
line.
(3). The wattmeter bridge, a calibrated indicator of
power changes in the barretter.
(4). The attenuator, in the form of a directional
coupler or dissipative pad, necessary for
measurement of power in excess of 10 milliwattso
It is obvious that considerations of range, accuracy, re-
liability, sensitivity, and convenience in microwave power
measurement cannot be confined to one component to the ex-
clusion of the others. In this paper, a discussion of
barretter and mount design considerations will be given in
detail;" factors affecting other components will be point-
ed out as they appear in relation to design of these com-
ponents o
Design of a barretter for power measurement must take
into account a number of inter-related, and often con-
flicting, factors. Some of these are:
(1). Wave guide or coaxial transmission line.
(2). Frequency or band of frequencies of operation •
.
(3). Resistance required for good impedance match
int~~u~o
(4). Cold wire resistanceo
(5). "Initial power level and overload power margin,
(6). Sensitivity desired.
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(7). Configuration of element.
(a). Thermal and electrical characteristics.
(9). Expected or desired operating life.
(10). Physical strength.
(11). Resistance to fungus and moisture.
(12). Materials available.
(13). Ease and cost of manufacture.
In order for the power indications to have any sig-
nificance whatsoever, it is essential that all r-f power
reaching the barretter mount be converted into heat in
the responsive element onlyo ~This requires that all di-
version of power by reflection, leakage, and conversion
elsewhere in the termination be held to an absolute mini-
mum. Minimum power reflection is achieved by matching
the impedance of the barretter and mount combinat&on to
the characteristic impedance of tte transmission line.
For broadband operation, the mount must be tunable over
the range or its microwave impedance with the barretter
in place must remain relatively constant over the band
so that the VSVffi remains at or below an acceptable maxi-
mum value. This problem of impedance matching involves
a critical dependency of the electro-magnetic properties
on the mechanical geometry of both barretter and mounto
This is quite apparent when one considers the design of a
fixed tuned broad band mount as will be discussed later.
In this particular case, the insert tips projecting into
the wave guide act in the same manner as a pair of tuning
stubs.
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Leakage and extraneous conversion losses must be e-
liminated primarily by proper holder design. Perhaps the
greatest single source of leakage is in the low frequency
connection to the ungrounded end of the barretter; use
of a wave trap and condenser filter, if properly designed,
eliminates most of this leakage. Each point of extraneous
power conversion may be considered to be another resistive
component; these losses thus not only reduce the power
readhing the barretter by actual power consumption but
further reduce the power because of the change in VSVlR due
to impedanc e mi smatch.
As haE been noted, the design of the barretter and
mount should be coordinated to obtain the best impedance
match to the transmission line. Since the barretter re-
sistance is an integral part of tbe composite impedance,
one would think that it uould be arbitrarily determined
from the above considerations. The barretter resistance,
however, is dependent upon the material used in its manu-
facture; since the physical size and shape of the resis-
tive element are limited by electro-magnetic considera-
tions, the ultimate resistance reached in design is a
compromise value.
A wire stretched across a wave guide or a short length
(less than a quarter wave length) of shorted coaxial cable
acts as an inductive reactance; the barretter in its use
fits these cases exactlyo In order to keep its reactance
low, it is necessary that the responsive element be made
- ..~
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short in comparison to one wave length; the usual stand-
ard is that it shall be shorter than one-tenth wave length.
In order that the r-f and d-c currents shall encount-
er equal resistance or oross section in the wire, the wire
size should be made small enough that skin effect is insig-
nificant; this condition obtains when wire radius is less
than the skin depth which is a function of frequency.
Wire radius of the barretter designed for broad band use
must) therefore, satisfy this condition at the highest ex-
pected frequency.
A platinum wire which gives the desired resistance
characteristics for the length and radius permissible is
known as Wollaston wire, named for the Wollaston process
of drawing fine wire and an enclosing jacket of silver
simultaneously. This wire is commercially available in
platinum core diameters beginning at 0.000013 inch; be-
cause of difficulties of measurement of such small diam-
eters, the wire is specified in terms of its resistivity
in ohms per foot at 250 0. The platinum cere can be seen
with the naked eye only under intense illumination and is
too fragile to handle when working with a magnifying lens;
the silver coating about 0.002 inch in diameter makes the
wire much easier to mount and handle. The silver is
etched away with an acid solution until the desired re-
sistance and sensitivity is reached.
The thermal characteristics of the barretter like its
impedance are determined by its size, shape, and material.
The characteristics of tne finished barretter must be
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determined with the element in its mount since the mount,
by acting as a thermal sink, affects the overall per-
formance.
The thermal time constant of the power detecting
element must be as long as possible and is determined by
its configuration and material of which it is composed.
A long thermal time constant is desired in order to pre-
vent too close "following" of a varying power level as
occurs with pulsed power whereby measurement errors are
introduced; the thermistor possesses a great advantage
over the barretter in this respect. The speed with which
the barretter follows power levels limits it to use at a
lower than nominal average power level when measurements
of modulated or pulsed power are being made; peaks of the
modulation cycle quite easily could cause burnout or a
permanent change of the barretter characteristics even
though the average power were quite low.
The ability to detect small changes in total input
power, i.e., the sensitivity of power measurement, depends
upon
Sensitivity of associated bridge and indicatoro
Ohms per milliwatt sensitivity of the barretter.
Total initial or bias power. The smaller the
increment is in relation to total bias power
the easier it is to indicate the change.
Closely tied in with these factors is the sensitivity to
ambient temperature changes. This latter sensitivity
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factor is also influenced by element and mount con-
figuration. It has been determined that operation at
higher temperatures reduces the sensitivity to tempera-
ture changes in the surroundings.
30 Construction of the Sperry Type 821 Barretter.
The Sperry Type 821 barretter, commonly referred to
as the "200 ohm" unit, was specifically developed for use
with the 3 centimeter Sperry Type 82 mount to be described
later but is being used sucessfully in other mounts at
various frequencies in both wave guide and coaxial line
applications. The value of 200 ohms is an optimum value
determined in the design of the broadband mount. This
barretter is too large to be used at wave lengths of 1
centimeter or less, where it has been found necessary to
use uncapsuled Wollaston wires.
The responsive element of the barretter is a fine
platinum wire about 0.00006 inches in diameter. It is
suspended in a hollow cylinder of dielectric material
between metal inserts at the cylinder ends, as illus-
trated in figure II. Machined dimensions of all parts are
held to close tolerances as required by electrical con-
siderations. The dielectric material is G. E. 1421
copolymerstyrene. Conducting surfaces for r-f currents,
exclusive of the platinum wire, are gold and si1vere The
,small diameter platinum wire is obtained by etching away
with nitric acid the silver from the platinum core of
Wollaston wire. At all stages of production, care is
exercised to keep all parts absolutely clean internally
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and externally; contamination not only adversely affects
the impedance matching but also introduces power measure-
ment error.
The metallic end inserts are heat sealed into
the cylinder. A jig is used to control the
heating, to properly space the inserts, and to
prevent distortion of the cylinder during
heating.
The filament wire, cut to the proper length,
is crimped with a special tool so that it has
a slight sag. The wire does not resist tension
greater than that caused by its own weight;
the crimp thus allows for dimensional varia-
tion due to a change in ambient temperature,
power level, etc.
The filament ends are fitted into tiny holes
Step (2).
The techrliq"ue for producing barretters in limited
quadtities were developed in both the Radiation Labora-
tory and at the Sperry Gyroscope Company during the war.
By 1945 the Sperry Company was in a position to produce
the 821 barretter in sizable quantities. The construction
technique developed by the Company is described here o
The physical components of this barretter, shown in
figure III, are the filament wire, the end inserts which
support the filament, the cylindrical capsule with a wall





drilled into the ends of the insert support leads
and soldered into place. Care must be excercised
to completely fill the support holes with solder
and keep the solder from projecting beyond them,
since the electro-magnetic characteristics may be
changed appreciably by any soldering faults.
This work is done under a microscope.
Step (4).A controlled drop of acid is applied through
the opening in the cylinder to etch away the
proper amount of silver. Aerosol is added to
the aqueous solution of nitric acid to reduce
the acid surface tension; this prevents break-
ing of the fine wire by surface tension forces
when it is removed from contact with the acid
solution. The drop of acid is smaller than the
length of wire to be etched, so that it can be
moved along the wire to the desired length.
Etching is stopped when a special d-c bridge,
of which the barretter is one arm, comes into
balance. At this time, the resistance of the
barretter, which depends on its average temper-
ature and hence on the current, has then in-
creased to the desired value at a predetermined
current. The acid or its fumes must touch only
the length of wire desired, as otherwise it may
attack the solder and modify the characteristics
as noted above.
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Step (5). The unit is thoroughly washed to remove any
acid residue and then dried; otherwise, silver
nitrate crystals may form and break the wire.
Step (6). By the process of cementing the accurately
fitting wall section into the aperture the
barretter is made symmetrical and air and
water tight.
Step (7). The barretter is tested in a mount to see that,
with the designed bias power being dissipated
in it, the impedance match is good; i.e., the
vSVlR is below a certain prescribed maximum.
All barretters also must withstand an over-
load input power, 32.5 milliwatts, at 250 0
without effect on initial bias power required
or' VSNR obtained o
4. The Type 82 Broadband Wave Guide Mount for the 821
Barretter.
The use of the Littelfuse in microwave power measure-
ment declined primarily because it did not lend itself to
broadband impedance matching in microwave mounts. The 821
barretter has both desirable and reproducible microwave
impedance characteristics; as stated before, it was de-
veloped for use with the 3 cantimeter type 82 wave guide
mount which was the first in a series of broadband mounts
designed by the Sperry Gyroscope Company.
The wave guide mounts in use before the development
of the broadband mount usually had two tuning adjustments
(one shorting the guide beyond the bolometer or Litte1;fuse
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and one shorting the short coaxial lead at the grounded
end of the bolometer) on the holder to tune the impedance
of the thermally sensitive element so that it presented a
matched termination to the wave guide. Whenever the ele-
ment had to be replaced, the holder had to be retuned.
The first requirement then to be met in the use of a fixed
tuned holder is that the barretter elements be interchang-
able; the 821 barretter fully satisfies this requirement.
An 821 barretter was mounted in a tunable 3 centi-
meter wave quide mount. It was balanced sucessively at
resistances of 125, 200, and 250 ohms with the holder be-
ing tuned in each instance to match the wave guide im-
pedance at a wave length of 3.33 centimeters. Measure-
ments were then made of the power ffiVR as frequency was
varied. Results of these measurements are given in
figure IV; the bandwidth is seen to increase with in-
creasing resistance, but the wires would be operating
dangerously close to burnout at 250 ohms. A suitable
compromise between bandwidth and fuse protection placed
the operating resistance for these barretters at 200 ohms o
The bandwidth with a matched termination alone, how-
ever, was not so great us was desired. Atter a trial and
error pracess which eliminated many other schemes, a reso-
nant window in the wave guide portion of the mount was
resorted to as a means of increasing the bandwidth of the
holder-barretter combination. A resonant window consists
of a thin metal diaphragm perpendicular to the axis of
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the wave guide; a narrow slot parallel to the broad side
of the guide is in the diaphragmo This window acts li~e
a parallel resonant circuit shunting the transmission line.
If its resonant frequency, "(.~tt, and characteristic impedance
are known, its behavior in the neighborhood of resonance
can be completely predicted.
Resonance occurs when the slot length is approximately
one half the free space wave length. The uQ,tt is in excess
of several hundred, so high that losses may be neglected
for this application. The characteristic imgedance in-
creases with slot width and decreases with increasing
thickftess of diaphragm.
The following reasoning and procedure were employed
in making use of and locating the broadbanding window.
VVi th an average barretter biased to 200 ohms inserted, the
holder was tuned to match the load at 3.2 centimeters.
The wave length was varied and the mismatch noted. At
3.45 centimeters a power ~iR of 2.3 was observed. While
a simple inductive window would have corrected this SvVR
at this wave length, a mismatch would have been intro-
duced at 3.2 centimeters, the wave length for which the
holder was tuned. On the other hand, a window resonant
at 3.2 centimeters placed anywhere in the guide would
have no effect at this frequency on the wave guide charac-
teristics. At 3.45 centimeters, however, it would intro-
duce a shunting inductive susceptance, the magnitude of
which could be varied by changing the characteristic im-
pedance of the resonant window. The correct susceptance
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properly located along the guide then provided for a
matched load at 3.45 centimeters but did not affect the
match obtained at 3.2 centimeters. A typical curve of
power SvVR versus frequency obtained by this means is com-
pared with that of simple tuned holder in figure V.
In the final design of the holder, the tunable
shorts were replaced by fixed oneso The barretter at one
end is grounded to the wave guide through a coaxial con-
nection and at the other end is supplied with the biasing
power through an r-f trap. This holder may be used over
a 12 percent band of wave length from 3013 to 3 0 53 oenti-
meters. A number of barretters selected at random were
tested in the holder over this band. The highest power
SW~ noted was 1.66, corresponding to less than 2 percent
power reflected from the holder.
An assembly drawing of the first model is shown in
figure VI o The wave guide portion of th e holder has now
been shortened so that the flange is located at the
window, providing easier assembly and manufactureo
Holders similar in design have been built to cover other
frequency bands; the external shape has been much re-
fined. Similar principles have been applied to the de-
sign of holders for use with coaxial transmission lines.
50 Characteristics and Ratings of the 821 Barrettero
Since the mount acts as a thermal sink and so
affects the overall performance of the barretter, the
characteristics of the barretter must be obtained while
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in a mount. The data following were obtained with the
type 821 barretter operating in the type 82 broadband
mount.
5.1. Current versus Resistance.
The power required for the barretter to reach 200 ohms
in the mount averages 15.3 milliwatts at 250 C ambient
temperature; the d-c current necessary to obtain this
power is 8.75 milliamperes, a variation of ±O .25 milliamps
being allowed in production. Figure VII shows character-
istic curves of current versus resistance at ambient
temperatures of -40,+25, and+70 0 C, for a representative
barretter requiring 8.75 milliamps for 200 ohm,'S· at 250 0.
Data was taken with the barretter as one arm::of a pre-
cis~on d-c bridge. Thermocouples were used to measure
temperatures adjacent to the barretter in the mount and
external to the mount .. successive temperature runs being
made only after the two temperatures equalized.
5.2. Power versus Resistance.
The curves of power versus resistance in figure VIII
were plotted from calculated values based on the curves
in figure VII. A study of the curves leads to the con-
clusions that:
(1). The required power for a given resistance de-
creases with increasing ambient temperature.
(2). With fixed input power, the resistance increas-
es as the ambient temperature increases.
(3). Normal sensitivity, i.e., the slope of the
curve in terms of incremental ohms per
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milliwatt change in power, is greater at
(a) low power levels for a given ambient temp-
erature~ (b) low temperatures for a given
resistance or power leYel.
(4). Non-linearity signifies deviation from true
"square law" re~onse; this will be discussed
more fully later.
5.3. Power versus Ambient Temperatureo
This 'curve, figure IX, was derived from the data of
figures VII and VIII. It shows that the power required
~or 200 ohms decreases very nearly linearly as the am-
bient temperature increases.
5 0 40 Sensitivity 0
Barretter sensitivity must be qualified in actual
practice according to the type of bias circuit used. Two
tactors cause a difference between "normal" sensitivity
and "effective" sensitivity. The first reason is that
an increment in barretter power results in an increment
in resistance according to two successive points on the
power versus resistance curve and not on the tangent at
the initial point. Secondly, the effective sensitivity
will exceed the nor.mal sensitivity for a constant current
d-c supply and will be less than normal for a constant
voltage supply. When "E" is constant, the d-c power
decreases as "R" increases because of additi on of r-f
power, providing for a net power increase less than the
r-f power increment. A constant current supply tends to
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amplify exoursions in barrater resistanoe, sinoe the d-o
power dissipated inoreases as "Rtf inoreases with r-f pow-
er. When a barretter is employed in a self-balancing
bridge cirouit, wherein a bias power component change
automatioally compensates for changes in miorowave power,
the speed at which the bridge can react is a faotor in
limiting the barretter resistance exoursions. The effeot
varies with the type of modulation of the microwave power,
being least for oonditions approaching c-w.
Figure X shows the change in normal sensitivity with
ambient temperature at 200 ohms initial resistanoe. This
curve is based upon the average of the normal sensitivity
derived from curves like figure VIII for a number of
barretters selected at randomo At 250 C, the average nor-
mal sensitivity was 40464 ohms per milliwatt. There was
a scatter of sensitivities noted which indicated that
there was no correlation between the sensitivity and the
power required for 200 ohms o
5.5 0 Square Law Responseo
As has been noted before, the barretter power versus
resistanoe curves show that the barretter does not oonform
strictly to square law behavioro The barretter, however,
more closely approximates an ideal power detector than the
thermistor or crystals in that its resistance change is
very nearly direotly proportional to the power dissipated
in ito A study* of the statio oharaoteristios has shown
that the following empiri~jil formula holds true:
*Eberle, E.E. (3)
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where "Rs" equals average operating resistance when dis-
sipating P watts; "Ro" equals cold resistance with zero
power; "Ktf equals a constant; and "n" equals index of
square law behavior (unity for perfect response; usually
0.9)0 The response is mare nearly square law in the case
of cons tant current circuits.
As in the case of sensitivity, there is a slight
distinction between normal and effective response o The
effective re~onse of the barretter, the increment in
resistance with an increment of r-f power, is always less
than the normal response, the increment along the tangent
to the power versus resistance curve at the initial bias
point; this is assuming that there is no incidental
change in d-c power level occasioned by the addition of
r-f powero The percent discrepancy referred to initial
bias conditions may be determined by a comparison of the
two ratios of final initial resistances. Since the
tangential or normal response ratio is equal to the power
ratio, the percent deviation may be written
where "Rl " equals initial resistance due to bias power
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"pl ff , and ffR2" equals final resistance due to total final
" .
power "P2".
A representative curve of incremental power versus
deviation from square law response is shown in figure KI;
the source of data was the 250 curve of figure VIII. It
should be noted that the increase in sensitivity afforded
by constant current bias will reduce the deviation; a
higher bias power would also help.
5.6. Response versus Audio Frequency.
While there has been no absolute definition yet of
the thermal time constant of the barretter, one method
defined it in terms of the audio frequency response of
the barretter. The time c onstan t is defined as the re-
ciprocal of the angular frequency at which the response is
reduced to one half power. This frequency was discovered
to be 1000 1tradians per secondo A bridge circuit afford-
ing essentially constant current d-c for the barretter
was kept balanced for 200 ohms barretter resistance with
one milliwatt of 20 percent sine wave module ted 10 meg-
acycle r-f furnishing part of the bias. The sinusoidally
varying voltage drop developed across the barretter was
measured ower the audio range from 100 cps to about 15
kcs using a wave analyzer to determine the fundamental
and second harmonic response. The two curves in figure
XII are expressed in decibels relative to the power in
the fundamental at 100 cps. 100 cps was chosen as a
minimum because at lower frequencies the physical expansions
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and contractions of the filament as it follows the power
levels are sufficient to shake it in two. The second har-
monic response is approximately 20 db down from the funda-
mental at 100 cps and falls still further below it as fre-
quency is increased. The fundamental response itself at
8 kcs is 20 db down from the reference. This character-
istic response of the barretter to audio rates of change
of power such as occur in modulated or pulsed r-f emission
explains why the thermistor is preferred for use in pulsed
power measurements. It also shows why the measurement of
modulated signals becomes more accurate as the frequency
of modulation or pUlsing is increased; the barretter
follows the power level changes less closely and remains
nearer the resistance which it would assume with the bias
power plus average signal power.
5.7. Overload Ratings.
Compared to the power required for 200 ohms, the safe
Dower overload is about 100 percent. The safe maximum
power to be dissipated in the barretter varies inversely
as the ambient temperature. This safe overload factor
pertains to c-w power only; with pulsed or modulated
power) the overload factor is much reduced because the
barretter in attempting to re_~ond to power peaks may
burn out or change its characteristics considerably.
Changes in barretter characteristics at a sub-burn~out
level are believed to be the result of an eutectic alloy-
ing of platinum and residual surface silver. Extreme
care in the original etcti'f:ng operation is taken to avoid
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leaving traces of silver. Though the center of the wire
be clean, the ends will always have some silver remaining.
The temperature of the wire is a maximum in the middle due
to end cooling effects; thUS, the alloying temperature
is reached progressively from the center outward towards
the ends of the wire under overload conditions. When the
hottest spot begins to emit visible red light, alloying
begins; in normal use, however, the wire never reaches
incandescence. This alloying can be controlled and can
'increase the average cold resistivity by as much as 25
percent. If the original alloying temperature is not
again exceeded, the new characteristics will be stable;
in addition to the change in cold resistance, sensitivity
increases slightly and the required power for a given
resistance is reduced.
5.8. Mechanical and Electrical Ruggednesso
The barretter is inherently waterproof, its charact-
eristics not changing even after, immersion for 24 hours
in fresh water. Drop tests show that the barretter in
its mount may be dropped as much as 4 feet onto a steel
plate with no change in electrical or physical character-
istics. Vibration and shock do not seem to effect any
changes eithero The type 821 barretter seems to be ex-
tremely rugged mechanica1lyo
Barretters have been biased to 200 ohms in a life
test of over 10,000 hours and have given no sign of chang-
ing characteristics or imminent failureo
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6. Power Indicating Circuits for Use with the Barretter.
When additional power in the form of microwave energy
is dissipated in a barretter, there is a corresponding
change in the resistance of the element. It is this
change in resistance which must be deteoted and indicated
on a suitably oalibrated meter in the wattmeter employing
the barretter. No matter what form the power indicating
circuit may take, it not only must detect the resistance
change but also must furnish an initial biasing power for
the barretter.
Perhaps the simplest and most elementary form of cir-
cuit to accomplish this dual purpose consists of a barretter
which receives its bias power from a battery (in series
with a high resistance) and a d-c voltmeter to measure
the voltage across the barretter. The series high resist-
ance insures that the resistance variations in the power
detector will not affect the d-c current. R-f power in
the barretter increases its resistance and thereby the
d-c voltage drop; with a properly calibrated voltmeter,
the r-f power may be read directly. This scheme provides
very rough measur ements only and is sub ject tomapytjpOss:i:-
ble errors due to change in ambient temperature, etc.
The barretter resistance monitoring network or watt-
meter most generally takes the form of a low frequency
bridge, in which the barretter is one arm. A number of
different bridge circuits are in common use, and differ-
ent circuits offer advantages in accuracy, ease of oper-
ation or temperature sensitivity. For crude measurements,
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the degree of unbalance of the bridge when r-f power is
impressed may be used to give direct readings of r-f
power; the galvanometer across the neutral arms of the
bridge must be calibrated. Again, the calibration is a
function of the ambient temperature and large errors are
possible. An advantage, extremely helpful in field use,
is the speed with which measurements may be made.
A more fundamental approach to the problem is that
of accurately measuring the barretter resistance in a
bridge network with and without r-f power impressed. Re-
ferring to the power versus resistance curves, the change
in power necessary to obtain the observed resistance
change is equal to the r-f power applied. This technique
is limi ted to measurement of powers above a milliwatt as
the co ld resistance of the detector is a function of
ambient temperature and calibration is not reliable un-
less this is accurately controlled o
Another rather basic technique is one in which the
bridge is balanced by varying the d-c bias power first with
the r-f applied and second with the r-f removed. The d-c
power in the barretter in each case may be computed from
the amount of the bias current and the bridge resistances.
The difference in barretter d-c power is equivalent to the
applied r-f power4
The 3 bridges just described use d-c power only for
. bias, but there are many other bridge designs which call
for a combination of d-c and a-f biasing power. Some use
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d-c and a-f to establish the initial balance and then
vary one or the other for rebalancing after r-f is applied.
In the self balancing bridge, both are used for bias but
usually only the a-f is varied for rebalance. Two direct
reading bridges, one a self balancing type, will be described
to illustrate the use of 2 different low frequency biasing
powers. Both are Sperry Gyroscope Company applications of
,
this type of design.
A manually balanc~ed direct reading bridge, Sperry
type 84-B, is shown schematically in figure XIII. The
milliameter in the barretter arm is calibrated non-linearly
to read from 0 to 10 milliwatts of r-f power. Self-cali-
bration is achieved by use of a precision resistor equal
in value to the bridge balance barretter resistance and
which initially is substituted for the barretter. The d-c
current is adjusted until the milliameter reads 0 r-f
power (10 milliwatts d-c). Then, with the barretter in
the circuit, the 100 kcs power is adjusted until the gal-
vanometer indicates zero unbalance; i.e., 10 milliwatts
d-c plus 100 kcs power biases the barretter Qt 200 ohms.
After introduction of r-f power, the bridge is rebalanced
by varying the d-c, and the r-f power is read on the
milliammeter. Accuracy of results, better than~lO per-
cent, requires the use of precision resistors throughout
the bridge as well as accurate meter calibration. There
is no need for sensitivity compensation because of the
self-calibrating feature; drift errors are insignificant
because of inherently low bridge sensitivity. This bridge
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is particularly well suited for field use due to its
si~ple compact design and accuracy.
In the Sperry type 123-A Wattmeter Bridge, a more ad-
vanced type, the bridge is kept in a near balanced con-
dition at all times by incorporating it in the feedback
circuit of an oscillator. The required bias power for
the 821 barretter is obtained from a combina tion of d-c
and 10 kcs power. The 10 kcs power supplied by an ampli-
fier-oscillator exceeds by about 6 percent the full scale
r-f power reading (10, 1 or 0.1 milliwatt); d-c power
make s up the remainder of the bia s required for bridge
balance. A schematic arrangement of the bridge is shown
in figure XIV. The bridge is connected so that there ,is
positive feedback to the amplifier (A) when the barretter
(B) resistance is lower than resistance (R) needed for
bridge balance. If r-f power is ~plied to the barretter,
its resistance increases and negative feedback results in
(A) supplying less 10 kcs power; the bridga is so de-
signed tr~t the r-f displaces an equal amount of 10 kcs
power in the barretter, The vacuum tubE voltmeter across
the oscillator output thus may be calibrated to read r-f
power directly, since this output is inversely propor-
tional to the r-f power. The original zero-settingoper-
ation is the only adjustment required in order to obtain
a reading; zero-setting consists of varying the d-c bias
and, through the change in feedback, the 10 kcs power
until the vacuum tube voltmeter scale reads 0 r-f power
5?
(indicating full scale value of 10 kcs output). This
zero set~ing makes the necessary corrections for barretter
differences within the manufacturing tolerances and ambient
temperature variationse Microwave power measurements made
with this bridge-barretter combination have an accuracy
of better than ±5 percent.
7. Accuracy of Power Measurement; Errors Encountered in
Bolometric Wattmeters.
A question that comes readily to mind is whether
microwave wattmeters are actually measuring power or just
something proportional to power. At present the calori-
meter is the generally accepted absolute standard of power
measurement against which comparisons may be made, although
considerable care is required to reduce calorimeter errors
due to improper design or use below 2 or 3 percent. It
is usually necessary to compare the results of 2 or 3 in-
struments and, from the results, make a jUdicious estimate
of the errors involved in each measurement. This tech-
nique may also be followed to measure the relative error
as a function of some variable when only 1 of the instru-
ments is sUbject to error from the variable conditionso
The question of the equivalence of the heating effect
in the barretter of d-c and r-f power has already been
discussed. If the filament length becomes an appreciable
portion of a wavelength at the higher frequencies, a
standing wave may form along the filament. It has been
shown theoretically that serious errors can result from
.,;~
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nonuniform current distribution when the power-resistance
relation of the bolometer is not linear and when the
power being measured is a considerable part of the total
power dissipated in the barretter. For short filaments,
the error vdll be large if the filament is at or near a
current node. The magnitude of the error increases dharp-
ly with increasing power level for a given bolometero
Many barretter designs utilize a glass envelope to
protect the wire and provide a mechanical support. No
measurable r-f losses are found at 10 centimeters, but
appreciable losses occur in the glass at 3 centimeter
and shorter wave lengths. At these shorter wave lengths
wires are either enclosed in low loss dielectric material
(such as copolymerstyrene in the case of the 821 barretter)
or supported by the mount and left exposed entirely.
Errors may also arise with the short time constant
barretter in certain bridge circuits if the input signal
is amplitude modulated or pulsed at a frequency sufficient-
ly low for the barretter resistance to vary over the course
of a modulation cycle. Generally speaking, the greater
the cyclic deviation of barretter resistance from the
value corresponding to true average power the greater will
be the resulting error. Such deviation is minimized at
high repetition rates, low peak power and low average
power in pulse applications, and at high frequencies and
low percentage of modulation in modulated c-w applicationso
A theoretical study~y O. LUUdstrom* has shown that
* Lundstrom, O.C. (9)
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measurements of power modulated or pulsed at low frequency
should have the greatest error when equal arm d-c bridges
are used, power indications dropping to 50 percent of
actual power at the higher levels; unequal arm or constant
current d-c bridges read about 90 peroent of actual around
15 milliwatts; self-balancing bridges should give good
readings until the peak power exceeds wattmeter full scale
reading after which time the wattmeter readings remain
constant no matter how much the r-f power may be increased.
An opposing theory, at least in the case of the equal arm
bridge, is advanced by T. Moreno* who believes that
measurements would be in error by only a few percent at
the most. To date there has been no data published which
would bear out or refute completely either theoryo
The author, in checking the measuring capabilities
under pulsed power conditions of the l23-A bridge de-
scribed previously, found that the bridge could measure
the power quite accurately if the operating conditions
were favorable. But the power indications could not always
be trusted, because there was apparently some interaction
or cross modulation effect of the pulse frequency and the
bridge 10 kcs signal which produced highly i~proper action
in the feedback and oscillator networks; the frequencies
at which these occurred were a function of the barretter
characteristics and did not appear to depend upon pulse
length or duty cycle. The readi.ngs under these conditions
of poor operation were_sometime high, sometimes zero, and
*Moreno, T. (13)
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sometimes too low; the reactions could not always be pre-
dicted, but it is believed that this reaction may occur
in all types of self-balancing bridges employing an audio
frequency oscillator as a variable bias source for the
barretter.
Accuracy of power measurement depends not only upon
use of the barretter under suitable conditions but upon
the barretter and the mount together forming a good im-
pedance match to the transmission line. An improper r-f
termination, by setting up standing waves in the line,
will prevent all the power incident to the mount from
acting on the barretter. Improper mount design can lo-
cate the filament near a current node, causing low power
readings. Sliding contacts in adjustable components of
tunable mounts may be found to permit considerable r-f
leakage in addition to altering the impedance match;
use of capacitive by passes and quarter wave traps where
necessary will eliminate a good percentage of the losses.
In the microwave region the current no longer flows in or
through a conductor but on its surface. To prevent power
losses in transmission lines, therefore, it is necessary
to provide good conducting surfaces. Iaicrowave reflections
will be produced by any surface discontinuities or ob-
structions. For these reasons, it is the practice to
silver plate interior metal surfaces of all holders and
measurements lines and to take particular care in their
design.
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In instruments providing a fixed bias for the
barretter, error due to impedance mismatch may occur when
the ambient temperature is not that specified in the de-
sign; the total input power required to obtain the ini-
tial barretter resistance decreases as the ambient temp-
erature increases. Sensitivity increases somewhat with
decreasing temperature and at the same time decreases
slightly due to higher power levels.
Power measurements made using a balanced bridge and
by the substitution method may be considered free of
errors resulting from changes in barretter sensitivity,
provided the minimum sensitivity at high ambient tempera-
tures is adequate to obtain sUfficiently accurate balance.
At relatively high r-f power levels, when most of the
initial lOW-frequency biasing power has been re91aced by
the r-f power, the bridge low-freq~ency supply voltage
is near its minimum and the overall bridge sensitivity
is proportionately reduced, placing a limit on the accu.r-
acy obtainable.
Unbalanced bridge power measurements made at any but
the calibration ambient temperature are sUbject to the
following kindsof errors if uncompensated:
(I). 'Calibration error, due to different bridge
sensitivity and different supply voltage at
the new temperatureo
(2). Calibration error, due to different barretter
sensitivity at the new temperature; sensitivi-
ty changes nearly one percent per degree centi-
grade near 250 C.
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(3). Calibration error, due to change in galva-
nometer sensitivity; galvanometer resistance
varies with temperatureo
(4)0 Calibration error, due to temperature sensi-
tive bridge components.
The preceding errors apply if the temperature is con-
stant though not the calibration temperature. Should the
temperature change after the initial balancing adjustment,
an additional zero drift error will result from the change
in initial barretter power requirements o
Compensation circuits may be added to both balanced
and unbalanced types of bridges to reduce errors arising
from ambient temperature differences and variations. This
compensation is not needed in those bridge circuits which
incorporate a self-calibration feature, as has already
been noted.
The unbalanced bridge is subject to additional error
from r-f impedance mismatch since the barretter resistance
increases as r-f power is added. The measurable power is
limited usually by the tolerable degree of mismatch; other-
wise, it depends on the difference between the initial
and safe maximum power levels.
When directional couplers or dissipative attenuators
are used to determine high level power, the calibration
accuracy of 'these devices directly affects the overall
accuracy of the measurement 0 Calibration errors are a
function of the ambient temperature, the frequency of
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operation, and the power level to varying extents de-
pendent upon the type of power step-down device, and may
become quite serious.
8. Conclusions.
The power measuring technique which may be used in
anyone application is dependent primarily upon whether
absolute or relative measurements are to be made. The
next most important factor is the power level being
measured 0 Other factors such as accuracy of measurement,
type of transmission (e.g., pulsed or c-w), transmission
line used, etcl, affect the choice of methodo
The water load calorimeter is used as a standard for
calibration of all other types of meters, but must be
used at power levels above a few watts in order to achieve
the desired accuracy. Thermistor-bridge combinations, if
accurately calibrated, provide a consistant sub-standard
for low level powers of all types of transmissiono Barretter-
bridge combination can be used as a sub-standard at low
level c-w powers only, again with the requirements of
accurate calibration.
The field of microwave power measurements is open
for extensive development of new types and improvement of
existing meterso The frequencies being used are gradually
approaching the infra-red range, a fact which is intro-
ducing hew considerations and problems in meter design.
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